
 

 

 

 
Introduction to Products Offered - 102220 
 
Goal: Quickly and efficiently test patients to determine if they have the COVID-19 virus, detecting both 
IgM and IgG antibodies, to provide the ability to record and report such tests and to offer a 48-hour 
turnaround PCR confirmatory test.  Also, to offer convenient protection from the virus via nasal screens 
and a revolutionary strapless N95 mask which is completely breathable. 
 
Challenge 
Although significantly less likely than those with symptoms of the COVID virus, people without symptoms 
(whether truly asymptomatic or pre-symptomatic) can be responsible for the spread of the COVID19 
virus, especially in close proximities and with heavy breathing (such as with choirs and athletic training).  
The return to any event where large numbers of people will be in close proximity increases the 
likelihood of transmission of the COVID virus.  Simply taking temperatures, wearing masks and social 
distancing does not prevent the spread of the COVID virus.   
 
Why Rapid Antibody Tests? 
Antigens are proteins that are found on the surface of the pathogen.  Antigens are unique to that 
pathogen.  When an antigen enters the body, the immune system produces antibodies against it.  
Lymphocytes, a type of white blood cell, recognizes the virus antigen as being foreign and then produces 
antibodies that are specific to that antigen.  Once the invading pathogen has been destroyed the 
immune response usually winds down.  The rapid antibody tests inform providers and patients/athletes 
of which antibodies appear in the blood (if the athlete has the virus - with or without symptoms – 
detects with IgM antibody within 3 days after virus enters the bloodstream) and/or had the virus (“is it 
safe for me to continue to play?” – building up an immunity with the IgG antibody).  These tests can be 
performed onsite and receive results within 10-15 minutes. 
 
History of Rapid Antibody Tests in the U.S. 
Unfortunately, in early March, there were many Chinese manufacturers that sent product to the U.S. 
which had 30% - 50% false positive and negative results.  When this came to the attention of the 
Chinese government, they ceased the ability of those manufacturers to export additional product to the 
U.S.; in fact, only 8 of the 170+ registered manufacturers with the FDA now have permission from China 
to export to the U.S.  The “junk product” reached the news and has somewhat given a “black eye” to 
rapid antibody tests.  This very unfortunate situation will NOT repeat itself. 

 

 

 



EUA Status and the FDA 
On March 16, 2020, President Trump created the Emergency Usage Authorization (EUA) status to 
expedite the availability of tests in the U.S.  The standard FDA process to clear tests simply takes too 
long in a pandemic.  Most manufacturers registered with the FDA within a week.  The advantage of the 
EUA status is that a physician with a moderate CLIA license can then bill insurance for the collection of 
the specimen and administration of the test.  EUA does not mean cleared and the lack of an EUA does 
not prevent testing.  The EUA for Assure Tech does NOT require a moderate CLIA#. 

CLIA Waiver 
These tests are NOT approved for at-home use (or for an employer to test employees or a sports team 
to test players without a licensed healthcare provider).  In order for the test to be administered 
WITHOUT a healthcare provider the FDA will need to issue a CLIA waiver.  The FDA has not done so to 
date. 

Legislation –Reporting Requirements 
On March 27, 2020, Public Law 116-136, § 18115(a), the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security 
(CARES Act), required “every laboratory that performs or analyzes a test that is intended to detect SARS-
CoV-2 or to diagnose a possible case of COVID-19” to report the results from each such test to the 
Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS).  It also says “All laboratories—
including laboratories, testing locations operating as temporary overflow or remote locations for a 
laboratory, and other facilities or locations performing testing at point of care or with at-home 
specimen collection related to SARS-CoV-21—shall report data for all testing completed, for each 
individual tested, within 24 hours of results being known or determined, on a daily basis to the 
appropriate state or local public health department based on the individual’s residence.” 

ImageMover 
Our exclusive relationship with ImageMover complies with the CARES Act and Records and Reports tests 
to the appropriate authorities, as well as downloads picture and results to the patient’s medical record 
and smart phone to display results of test when required to do so.  See a 3-minute overview video -View 
Here  This gives the team the ability to produce a roster with the date and time each player was tested 
and the proven results of each test. 

Sensitivity and Specificity 
Sensitivity measures the percentage of positives that are correctly identified as such.  Sensitivity 
provides a measure of the false negative rate.  Specificity measures the percentage of negatives that 
are correctly identified as such.  Specificity provides a measure of the false positive rate. 

CLIA is the national organization that validates accuracy of tests performed at labs.  There are low, 
moderate and high complexity certifications.  Most tests are low (toxicology), few are high.  In order to 
receive a high complexity certification, both sensitivity and specificity must be greater than 95% (which 
is considered to be excellent).  All five manufacturers which VantageRx represents have very high 
accuracy ratings, validated by third party universities and health systems. 

Manufacturers – Antibody Tests 

Assure Tech – EUA POC Issued – Combined Sensitivity 100% and Specificity 98.8%.  Any provider may 
use this product (a moderate CLIA is not required).    

Biohit Healthcare – EUA Issued - Sensitivity IgG 100%, IgM 100%- Specificity IgG 100%, IgM 97.6%.      

https://vimeo.com/433876135/3032003a90
https://vimeo.com/433876135/3032003a90


Healgen Scientific – EUA Issued - Sensitivity IgG 97.2%, IgM 87.9% - Specificity IgG 100%, IgM 100%.   

Premier Biotech – EUA Issued - Sensitivity IgG 99.6%, IgM 97.8% - Specificity IgG 99.2%, IgM 99.5%.   

Truvian – EUA Issued – USA - Sensitivity IgG 100%, IgM 90% - Specificity IgG 98.8%, IgM 99.8%.            

Manufacturers – Antigen Tests 

Acces Bio (CareStart) – EUA POC Issued –Sensitivity 88.4%, Specificity 100%. 

Healgen Scientific – Sensitivity 86.3%, Specificity 100%. 

Turn Around Time 
The testing process is simple.  The healthcare provider pricks the player’s finger and drops a drop of blood 
into the testing cassette (looks like a pregnancy test).  A drop of buffer is then inserted.  The results are 
displayed in 10 minutes!  The healthcare takes a picture of the results via a smart phone through the 
ImageMover app to record and report the test. 

Confirmatory Tests – Antigen/PCR 
Many physicians like to confirm when a patient is positive from the antigen (serology) test.  Historically, 
most physicians have used the nasal swab PCR test (collect the specimen and send to a lab).  The compliant 
is the time it takes to receive results (lately, that has been 7-14 days).  We have two solutions. 

Rapid Antigen Test 
Instead of sending the nasal swab specimen to a lab and wait 7-14 days for results, we have the Healgen 
Rapid Antigen Test Kit available which produces results in 15 minutes!  The antigen test detects the 
presence of the nucleocapsid protein—which is part of the SARS-CoV-2 virus that is the cause of COVID-
19.  This is a point-of-care test.   

Rapid PCR Test 
We have a completely automated (robotic) lab that solely tests for COVID.  Because they can test 
24/7/365, the results are returned within 48 hours of collecting the specimen (with a 24 hour 
turnaround option). 

Unique PPE Items 
Nasal Screens 
To our surprise, most healthcare providers have not heard of Nasal Screens.  Think of an eye contact lens 
being placed at the end of the nose.  The Nasal Screens adhere to the nose where 90% of spores, pollens 
and viruses enter the body, which are completely breathable and are as effective as N95 masks.  The staff 
person can be protected throughout the day, able to talk, drink and eat, and when close to a patient can 
dawn a mask vs. wearing a mask the entire day.   

A Self-Adhesive – Breathable N95 Mask 
A unique, self-adhesive N95 face mask with no straps or ties that is comfortable and BREATHABLE.  
Made by a household name Fortune 500 company, this non-latex revolutionary new technology mask 



will make the hard-to-fit, hard-to-breath N95 masks to become archaic.  A special air-purifying filter 
media and hypoallergenic medical adhesive at the perimeter of the mask filters more than 95% of 
particles.  This virtually weightless mask utilizes an innovative design that provides a complete perimeter 
seal.  This comfortable design form fits around the cheek and chin and is easy to use while offering 
security and protection. 

Unique COVID Prevention Equipment 
Thermal Reader 
Protecting a school, sporting event, business, airline, casino or restaurant is critical in this environment.  The TF-
350 is a portable, ultra-fast and accurate telethermograph for measuring facial temperature of people on the move 
and send real-time alerts when the subject temperature exceeds 100.7 degrees Fahrenheit.  It detects, analyzes 
and classifies human facial temperature in a crowd situation or gatherings instantly, without hesitation and 
accurately with a precision of 2 tenth of a degree. 

Costs 

Antibody Testing: 

EUA – Assure Tech – China Manufacture  The FDA cleared use for any licensed provider to use this test (a 
moderate CLIA # is NOT required).  NCI did a validation study of over 400 patients and concluded the 
combined sensitivity is 100% and specificity is 98.8%.  An individual vial of buffer is provided for each test 
(ready for telemed).  The cost is $15.50 per test. 

EUA – Biohit Healthcare – China Manufacturer - Yale University provided a large validation study in 
conjunction with another university in China to validate the accuracy of this test.  Please see the attached 
Case Study.  The cost is $15.50 per test.   

EUA – Healgen Scientific – China Manufacturer - ErasmusMC, an independent lab in the Netherlands, did a 
validation study and concluded that the specificity of Orient Gene (parent company) is 100%.  The National 
Institutes of Health (NIH) as well as Japan with a 20,000-case study did independent validation studies and 
came up with the same conclusion!  The cost is $15.95 per test. 

EUA – Premier Biotech – China Manufacturer - Stanford University did a validation study and concluded 
that the specificity is 99.5% (3,300 case study).  Johns Hopkins also validated the findings.  The cost is $17.95 
per test. 

EUA – Truvian – USA Manufacturer – UC San Diego and University of Chicago concluded that IgG sensitivity 
is 100% (300+ study).  The cost is $15.50 per test. 

Antigen Testing: 
CareStart (Access Bio) – USA Manufacturer - The cost is $25.95 per test 

Healgen Scientific – China Manufacturer - The cost is $19.95 per test 

 

 



PCR Testing: 
Atlas Genomics Laboratories – The complete test kit (including online results) costs $117.50 (does not 
including shipping costs).  Accuracy is 100%.  Results turnaround time is 24-48 hours. 

Recording and Reporting: 
ImageMover – VantageRx has negotiated through its exclusive relationship with ImageMover to waive their 
standard set-up fees.  The cost is only $2.95 per test.  ImageMover will work with each team as to where to 
download the data. 

Shipping: 
The shipping costs depend upon the number of tests ordered and the shipping address location.  For 
example, a case of 100 tests typically costs less than $40 for a Fed-Ex 2-day delivery.  An order of 10,000 
tests typically costs around $400 to ship via truck for a 4-day delivery.  There are no shipping costs 
associated with ImageMover. 

PPE - Nasal Screens: 
These screens come in small, medium (70% of women) and large (70% of men) sizes, in a packet of seven 
(wear one from day to night) and costs $9.00 ($1.29 each).    

PPE - Self-Adhesive N95 Masks: 
These unique completely breathable N95 masks cost $1.75 for small (7” x 5”), $1.80 for large sizes (8” x 6”), 
and $1.90 for extra large sizes (9” x 7”).    

Equipment – Thermal Reader: 
This unique system measures multiple people at once and takes a thermal reading and a picture and costs 
$7,195.00. 


